Cleantech to Market Has Provided Technology Evaluations and Market Assessments for the Following Researchers and Entrepreneurs

**Ager, Joel:** Staff Scientist, Materials Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; Principal Investigator, Electronic Materials Program; Project Leader, Joint Center for Artificial Photosynthesis (JCAP)

**Amrose, Susan:** Assistant Project Scientist and Lecturer, Civil & Environmental Engineering, UC Berkeley

**Arens, Edward:** Director, Center for the Built Environment; Professor, Graduate School of Architecture, UC Berkeley; Co-founder, Society of Building Science Educators

**Asefi, Sadegh:** Co-founder and Lead Product Design Engineer, PLUG; formerly Lead Mechanical Design Engineer, Near Zero Flywheel

**Atwater, Harry:** Howard Hughes Professor, Applied Physics & Materials Science, Caltech; Director, Resnick Sustainability Institute

**Auslander, David:** Professor, Mechanical Engineering, UC Berkeley; formerly Associate and Acting Dean, College of Engineering, UC Berkeley

**Banatao, Ray:** Chief Executive Officer, Connora Technologies

**Battaglia, Vince:** Head, Electrochemical Energies Group, Environmental Energy Technologies Division, Advanced Energy Technology, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

**Blanch, Harvey:** Professor, Chemical Engineering, UC Berkeley; Chief Scientific & Technology Officer, Joint BioEnergy Institute; Faculty Senior Scientist, Physical Biosciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

**Blumstein, Carl:** Director, California Institute for Energy & Environment

**Brewer, Eric:** Professor, Computer Science Division, UC Berkeley, and formerly, Founder and Chief Scientist of Inktomi Corporation (now part of Yahoo!)

**Brown, Rich:** Scientist, Energy Technologies Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; Research Scientist, Building Technologies and Urban Systems Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

**Cai, Desmond:** Graduate Student, Electrical Engineering, Caltech

**Chambers, Orlando:** University of Kentucky Tobacco Research and Development Center

**Chang, Chris:** Professor, Chemistry, UC Berkeley; Principal Investigator, Chang Group

**Chang, Shih-Ger:** President, Jiantawn LLC; formerly Senior Staff Scientist and Principal Investigator, Environmental Energy Technologies Division, Advanced Energy Technology, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Chen, Guoying: Staff Scientist, Electrochemical Technologies Group, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Cho, Eun Seon: Postdoc, Inorganic Nanostructures Facility, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Chraim, Fabien: Co-founder and Chief Technical Advisor, Solfice Research; formerly PhD, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, UC Berkeley

Cohen, Marvin: Professor of Physics, UC Berkeley; Faculty Senior Scientist, Materials Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Culler, David: Chair, Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences; Associate CIO, College of Engineering; Faculty Director, i4Energy, UC Berkeley

Darbe, Sunita: Graduate Student, Materials Science, Caltech

Datta, Supratim: DBT-Energy Bioscience Overseas Fellow, IISER Kolkata; formerly Postdoctoral Scientist, Physical Biosciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Davenport, Doug: Staff, Building Technologies, Environmental Energy Technologies Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; formerly Director, Carbon Management Consulting Services, Tetra Tech EM, Inc.

De Martini, Paul: Managing Director, Newport Consulting Group; Resnick Sustainability Institute, Caltech

DeGeorge, Vincent: Graduate Student, Materials Science & Engineering, Carnegie Mellon

Evans, James: Professor of Metallurgy, P. Malozemoff Endowed Chair in Mineral Engineering, Materials Science and Engineering, UC Berkeley; Principal Investigator, Environmental Energy Technologies Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Fierro, Gabe: Graduate Student, Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences, UC Berkeley

Flowers, Cristofer: Graduate Student, Chemistry, Caltech

Fuss, Jill: Bioenergy & Structural Biology, Life Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; CTO and Co-Founder, CinderBio

Ganatra, Hasit: Founder and CEO, ReMaterials

Garcia, Guillermo: Co-founder and CEO, Heliotrope; formerly Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, PhD, Mechanical Engineering, UC Berkeley

Ghatikar, Girish: Deputy Lead, Grid Integration Group, Demand Response Research Center (DRRC); Environmental Energy Technologies Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Goldstein, Eli: Postdoc, Stanford University

He, Mike: Systems Engineer, Amber Kinetics; formerly PhD, Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences, UC Berkeley

Ho, Christine: Co-founder and Chief Technology Officer, Imprint Energy, Inc.; formerly PhD, Materials Science and Engineering, UC Berkeley

Ho, Tony (with Samual Mao, and Ralph Greif): Staff Thermo Engineer, United Technologies; formerly PhD, Mechanical Engineering; Graduate Student Researchers, Environmental Energy Technologies, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Holmes, Bradley: Senior Scientist, Bio-Rad Laboratories; formerly Director: Pretreatment Process Engineering, Joint BioEnergy Institute (JBEI); PhD, Physical Biosciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Jacobson, Craig: Previously Materials Scientist, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; Currently CEO and Co-Founder, Point Source Power

Jansson, Christer: Senior Staff Scientist Program Lead, Bioenergy, Earth Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; formerly Head, Department of Plant Biology and Forest Genetics, The Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences

Kerfeld, Cherl: Adjunct Associate Professor, Structural Biology, UC Berkeley; Hannah Distinguished Professor of Structural Bioengineering, US Department of Energy Plant Research Lab, Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Michigan State University

Kohler, Christian: Windows & Envelope Materials Group, Environmental Energy Technologies Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Lee, Seung-Wuk: Associate Professor, Department of Engineering, UC Berkeley; Scientist, Bio-Nanomaterials Lab, Physical Bioscience Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Lee, Taek-Soon: Staff Scientist, Physical Biosciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; Director of Metabolic Engineering, Joint BioEnergy Institute (JBEI)

Leland, Eli: Co-founder and Chief Product Officer, Voltaiq, Inc.; formerly PhD, Mechanical Engineering, UC Berkeley

Lemaux, Peggy: Cooperative Extension Specialist, Crop Biotechnology, Plant & Microbial Biology, UC Berkeley

Li, Jiechao: Co-founder and Chief Technology Officer, EZ Green Inc.; formerly Graduate Student, Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences, UC Berkeley

Liu, Gao: Scientist, Batteries for Advanced Transportation Technologies (BATT), Electrochemical Technologies Group, Environmental Energy Technologies Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Lloyd, John: Graduate Student, Photovoltaics, Materials Science, Caltech

Long, Jeff: Professor of Chemistry, UC Berkeley; Faculty Senior Scientist, Materials Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Loque, Dominique: Director of Cell Wall Engineering, Feedstocks, Joint BioEnergy Institute (JBEI)

Lorek, Michael: PhD, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, UC Berkeley

Louie, Steven: Professor of Physics, UC Berkeley; Faculty Senior Scientist, Materials Sciences Division, Facility Director, Molecular Foundry, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Low, Steven: Professor, Computer Science & Electrical Engineering, Caltech

Lutz, Ken: Executive Director, Multi-scale Systems Research Center, UC Berkeley; Co-director, Berkeley Wireless Research Center (BWRC), UC Berkeley

Madduri, Achintya: PhD, Electrical Engineering, UC Berkeley

McDonald, Thomas: PhD, Chemistry, UC Berkeley

McHenry, Michael: Professor, Materials Science & Engineering, Carnegie Mellon

Melis, Anastasio: Professor of Enzymology, Plant and Microbial Biology, UC Berkeley; Faculty Biologist, Environmental Energy Technologies Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Miller, Lindsay: Director of Materials Energy, Alphabet Energy; formerly PhD, Mechanical Engineering, UC Berkeley

Milliron, Delia: Group Principal Investigator, Milliron Research Group; Associate Professor, Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Texas at Austin; Facility Director, Inorganic Nanostructures, Molecular Foundry, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Mills, Evan: Member, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change; Senior Scientist, Environmental Energy Technologies Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Niyogi, Kris: Professor, Plant & Microbial Biology, UC Berkeley; Principal Investigator, Niyogi Lab, UC Berkeley

Olmos, David: Senior Engineer, Aerostructures Values Engineering, United Technologies; formerly Graduate Student, Mechanical Engineering, UC Berkeley

Pastine, Stefan: Chief Technology Officer, Connora Technologies

Peffer, Therese: Program Director, California Institute for Energy & Environment

Peng, Qiuyu: Graduate Student, Electrical Engineering, Caltech
Piette, Mary Anne: Director, Building Technology and Urban Systems Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; Director, Demand Response Research Center (DRRC), Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Rabaey, Jan: Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, UC Berkeley; Co-Director, Berkeley Wireless Research Center; Director, Multiscale Systems Center

Raman, Aaswath: Research Associate, Ginzton Laboratory, Stanford University

Regan, Will: Fellow, ARPA-E; formerly PhD, Physics, UC Berkeley

Riley, Dan: Project Lead, Cyclotron Road

Ruminski, Anne: Senior Process Engineer, Silicium Energy

Sabelhaus, Drew: Graduate Student Intern, NASA Ames Research Center; Graduate Research Fellow, Mechanical Engineering, UC Berkeley

Sanders, Seth: Professor, Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences, UC Berkeley

Sapra, Rajat: Physical Biosciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; Joint BioEnergy Institute (JBEI)

Scheller, Henrik: Director of Cell Wall Biosynthesis, Joint BioEnergy Institute (JBEI); Vice President of Feedstocks Division, JBEI; Senior Scientist, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; Adjunct Professor, Department of Plant and Molecular Biology, UC Berkeley; Adjunct Professor, Department of Plant Biology and Biotechnology, University of Copenhagen, Denmark

Schetrit, Oren: Program Manager, Building Technologies and Urban Systems Division, Environmental Energy Technologies Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; Commercial Buildings Research Group

Schwede, Jared: Project Lead, Cyclotron Road

Segalman, Rachel: Principal Investigator, Segalman Group, UC Santa Barbara; Professor of Chemical Engineering and Materials, UC Santa Barbara; Director of AFOSR-MURI on Thermal and Electrical Transport in Organic and Hybrid Materials; formerly Associate Professor of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, UC Berkeley

Selkowitz, Stephen: Department Head, Building Technologies, Environmental Energy Technologies Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; Senior Advisor for Building Science, LBNL; Group Leader, Windows and Envelope Materials Group, Building Technology and Urban Systems Division, LBNL

Simmons, Blake: Vice President and Chief Science and Technology Officer, Deconstruction, Joint BioEnergy Institute

Srinivasan, Venkat: Acting Director, Energy Storage and Distributed Resources Division, Lawrence
Berkeley National Lab; Deputy Director of the Energy Storage Hub, Joint Center for Energy Storage Research (JCESR); Scientist, Environmental Energy Technologies Division, Advanced Energy Technology, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Steinhour, Leif: Constructor, The One Off Shoppe; formerly Scientific Engineering Associate, Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Turner, Eric: Graduate Student, UC Berkeley

Urban, Jeff: Staff Scientist and Facility Director, Inorganic Nanostructures, Molecular Foundry, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; Lead, LBL DOE Thermoelectrics Program

Vollhardt, Peter: Professor of Chemistry, UC Berkeley

Van Norman, Stacy: Doctoral Candidate, University of Colorado, Boulder

Von Meier, Alexandra: Adjunct Associate Professor, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, UC Berkeley; Co-director, Electric Grid Research Program, California Institute for Energy and Environment; formerly Professor of Energy Management & Design, Department of Environmental Studies and Planning, Sonoma State University

von Rabenau, Lisa: Head of Manufacturing and Product Development, ReMaterials

Wadia, Cyrus: Senior Advisor, Directorate and Energy Technologies, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; formerly Assistant Director, Clean Energy and Materials R&D, White House OSTP; PhD, Energy & Resources, UC Berkeley; Scientist, Materials Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory


Watson, Dave: Program Manager, Building Technologies, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; Grid Integration Group, LBNL

Weber, Adam: Scientist, Environmental Energy Technologies Division, Advanced Energy Technology, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Emmer, David: Professor of Chemistry, UC Berkeley; Head, Emmer Lab, Physical Biosciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

White, Richard: Professor Emeritus, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science UC Berkeley; Director, Berkeley Sensor and Actuator Center, UC Berkeley

Wright, Paul: A. Martin Berlin Chair in Mechanical Engineering, UC Berkeley; Director, Berkeley Energy & Climate Institute (BECI); Director Berkeley Manufacturing Institute; Co-Director Berkeley Wireless Research Center

Yannone, Steven: Research Scientist, Bioenergy & Structural Biology, Life Scientist Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; CEO & Co-Founder, CinderBio
Yuan, Ling: Faculty, University of Kentucky Tobacco Research and Development Center, Plant and Soil Sciences, University of Kentucky

Zahkor, Avideh: Professor, Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences, UC Berkeley

Zettl, Alex: Professor of Physics, UC Berkeley; Faculty Senior Scientist, Materials Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Zhang, Yuegang: Scientist, Materials Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Zuckermann, Ronald: Scientist, Materials Sciences Division; Facility Director, Biological Nanostructures, Molecular Foundry, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory